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ABSTRACT 
Hal 1 coefficient measurements have been made on 1 i t h i  um-doped si 1 icon 
concentrations comparable to  those found i n  solar cel Is. having dopant 
The resul ts  of the measurements of these materials indicate t h a t  two defect 
complexes are formed dur ing  ' i rradi a t i  on. The E,-0.1 7 eV acceptor (oxygen- 
vacancy pair) i s  one of these defects. The other defect is  associated w i t h  
a deeper lying energy level which may be a lithium-vacancy pair;  this level 
is found only i n  float-zone si1 icon. 
lithium-doped solar  cells have been made as a function of voltage and frequency. 
T h i s  work indicates tha t  the irradiation of quartz crucible si l icon solar  
Capacitance measurements on irradiated 
cell s results primarily i n  the formation of E,-0.17 eV acceptor defects. 
These defects are l a t e r  anni h i  1 a ted  by reaction w i  t h  1 i t h i  um donors. Simi l a r  
s tud i  es of 1 i t h i  um-doped f 1 oat si 1 i con sol a r  cell s indicate the formati on of 
a deeper lying energy level defect dur ing  irradiation. 
Lithium was diffused into p-type sil icon to  form l i t h i u m  compensated 
p-type s i l icon w i t h  r e s i s t i v i t i e s  i n  the practical device range. L i t h i u m  
compensated p-type s i1  icon has been irradiated and the electrical  measure- 
ments suggest t h a t  l i t h i u m  reacts w i t h  radiation defects i n  a manner which 
may provide a hardening ef fec t  on n /p  solar ce l l s .  A study was performed t o  
evaluate the effectiveness of b i smuth  and t i n  doping t o  achieve radiation 
hardness w i  t h  negative resul ts . 
The solar  cell  evaluation program shows continued improvement i n  the 
fabrication of h i g h  efficiency radiation resis tant  lithium-doped Cells. Add- 
i t ional evidence has been acquired indicating the superiority of longer time 
lower temperature diffusion schedules i n  producing higher pre-irradiation and 
post-anneal i n g  solar  efficiencies.  
o f  the bet ter  groups clearly show the superior radiation resistance of l i t h i u m -  
doped p/n cells relative to  the contemporary 10 ohm-cm n/p cell  following 
Solar simulator measurements on several 
2 exposure t o  3 ~ 1 0 ' ~  e/cm 1 MeV electrons and annealing, 
-1 - 
I e INTRODUCTION 
T h i s  interim report covers e f for t  d u r i n g  the f i r s t  12-month period under 
Interest  JPL Contract No. 952554 i n  the study of lithium-doped solar  ce l l s .  
i n  this f i e l d  began w i t h  Vavilov's report of a radiation resis tant  diode 
made w i t h  1 i thium-doped , crucible grown si 1 icon.' 
lithium-doped so lar  ce l l s  which degraded under electron irradiation, b u t  
rapidly recovered a t  room temperature.2 Float zone s i l icon,  w i t h  a charac- 
t e r i s t i c  lower oxygen concentration, was used to  achieve this result .  
Subsequent work i n  this laboratory indicated that  recovery also occurred i n  
Wysocki 1 a t e r  reported 
lithium-doped, quartz crucible s i l icon solar  Since this i n i t i a l  
work, the general subject has been studied i n  two ways. Empirical changes 
i n  the manufacturing techniques for  lithium-doped solar ce l l s  were evaluated 
w i t h  the aim of optimizing the recovery effect .  Other studies were directed 
a t  the development of a physical model of the degradation and recovery 
processes i n  lithium-doped sil icon. 
Some of the more pertinent facts  gained d u r i n g  the previous studies are 
as follows. The  l i t h i u m  concentration i n  a solar  cell  is not uniform, b u t  
increases i n  a 1 inear or  near 1 inear manner w i t h  distance from the solar 
cel l  Solar ce l l s  w i t h  low o r  insuff ic ient  l i t h i u m  concentration 
do not recover i n  a satisfactory manner. 
w i t h  exceptionally h i g h  1 i t h i u m  concentrations lose efficiency during storage 
i n  the unirradiated condition. 
recovered, a l so  e x h i b i t  a time-dependent loss of e f f i ~ i e n c y , ~  T h i s  loss 
has been related to t h e  room temperature d i f fus ion  of l i t h i u m  i n t o  the act ive 
area of the 
tions cause fas te r  recovery rates.  5,6 T h i s  observation agrees w i t h  simple 
considerations of kinetic theory. 
Float zone sil icon solar  ce l l s  
These same c e l l s ,  when irradiated and 
I t  has also been observed t h a t  higher  lithium concentra- 
I t  has also been observed tha t  increased 
-2- 
fluence, i .e . ,  greater populations of radiation defects, decrease the 
recovery rates of l i t h i u m  ce l l s .  
with the consideration o f  reaction kinetics t h e ~ r y . ~  However, the reaction 
of significant quantities o f  l i t h i u m  donovs t o  form defect complexes d u r i n g  
irradiation reduces the concentration of l i t h i u m  donors present during 
recovery. 
T h i s  single fact  appears t o  confl ic t  
Such behavior ~ $ 1 1  reduce the recovery rate  of irradiated ce l l s  
w i t h  increased electron fluences. 
Despite the above mentioned problems, the manufacturing techniques f o r  
production of lithium solar ce l l s  have been optimized t o  produce ce l l s  which 
recover from electron irradiation to  output levels significantly greater 
than those of similarly degraded conventional n on p solar  ce l l s .  When such 
l i t h ium-doped  ce l l s  are irradiated w i t h  energetic protons o r  neutrons, the 
advantage of the lithium-doped ce l l s  over conventional n on p ce l l s  becomes 
much more pronounced. 235 
The current work a t  TRW Systems has involved basic studies of the under- 
lying physical and chemical phenomenon of lithium behavior i n  irradiated 
sil icon and the evaluation o f  systematic attempts to improve the fabrication 
technology of lithium-doped solar ce l l s  developed for  JPL by other contractl- 
ors. Hall coefficient measurements have been employed t o  study the changes 
which occur i n  lithium-doped s i l icon d u r i n g  irradiation and a f t e r  recovery. 
By this technique i t  has been possible t o  identify the major defects produced 
d u r i n g  the irradiation of this material, and monitor the changes which occur 
a f t e r  irradiation. A l l  i rradiations discussed i n  this report were done w i t h  
1 MeV electrons. Extensive capacitance measurements on 1 ithium-diffused 
solar  ce l l s  have allowed similar studies of  the changes i n  donor concentra- 
tion which confirm and support the Hall measurements. 
The evaluation program consisted of time dependent measurements of 
2 lithium-doped f loa t  zone sil icon solar ce l l s  irradiated a t  3x1014 e/cm and 
-3- 
2 3x10'~ e/cm w i t h  1 MeV electrons dur ing  storage at'room temperature. The 
evaluation of 1 i t h i  um-doped quartz crucible sol a r  cell  s was performed a t  
storage temperatures of 60", 80", and 100°C af te r  irradiation to  3x10 
e/cm w i t h  1 MeV electrons. L i t h i u m  concentrations near the junction were 
determined by capaci tance and re1 ated to observed behavior. 
15 
2 
11. KINETICS OF LITHIUM IN SILICON 
The principal theoretical problem remaining, i n  connection w i t h  the 
study of radiation damage i n  lithium-doped sil icon, is  the confirmation of 
a physical model for the production and annealing of  damage i n  this material. 
There have been f ive  approaches t o  this problem prior t o  this contract. 
Since two types of si l icon ( f loa t  zone and quartz crucible) have been used 
i n  these studies, a l l  of the results can n o t  be compared. The results can 
be summarized as follows: 
Vavilov, e t .  a l .  has suggested that  i n  quartz crucible si l icon, 1. 
damage results from "A'1 center formation and annealing results from pairing 
of "A" centers w i t h  1 i t h i u m  donors. 9 
2. The RCA group has proposed the damage recombination centers of Li-V- 
in f loa t  zone and Li-O-V-  i n  quartz crucible silicon. The annealing occurs 
6 by pairing of l i t h i u m  donors w i t h  the respective damage center. 
3. The TRW group experiments, on f l oa t  zone sil icon ce l l s ,  suppor t  the 
concept of Li -V-  formation dur ing  irradiation w i t h  annealing by reaction of 
one or more l i t h i u m  donors w i t h  the recombination centers. 8 
4. Stannard of NRL has irradiated l i thium-doped f loa t  zone sil icon a t  
10 lower temperatures and allowed i t  t o  recover a t  room temperature. 
indicated that  the irradiation resulted i n  the production o f  an unidentified 
deep acceptor. A similar loss of  lithium donors occurred a t  the same time. 
During the room temperature anneal the deep acceptors were removed. A loss 
The resul ts  
of l i t h i u m  also occurred d u r i n g  the annealing. The l i t h i u m  loss d u r i n g  
annealing was roughly twice the deep acceptor loss. 
5. Pigneret a t  the University of Lyon has presented evidence t o  show 
that  si l icon “A“ centers are formed d u r i n g  the irradiation of both f l o a t  
zone and quartz crucible si l icon doped w i t h  l i t h ium. ’ ’  
vacancy pairs also form i n  the f loa t  zone sil icon. 
react w i t h  lithium donors t o  form inactive complexes. 
In addition, l i t h i u m  
These defects subsequently 
In general, most investigations support  a view o f  annealing o r  recovery 
as caused by t h e  reaction of one o r  more l i t h i u m  donors w i t h  the dominant 
recombination centers. Such a model explains most of the observations which 
have been reported for  l i t h i u m  solar cel ls .  The major p o i n t  i n  need of 
c lar i f icat ion i s  the nature of the recombination centers formed d u r i n g  
irradiation of lithium-doped sil icon. 
A. Hal 1 Coefficient Measurements- 
L i t h i u m  was diffused i n t o  wafers of 50 ohm-cm n-type quartz crucible 
si 1 i con t o  make several Hal 1 specimens. 
about 7 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  atoms/cm3. This doping level i s  comparable w i t h  tha t  found i n  
lithium-doped solar ce l l s .  In this way i t  was hoped that  the results would 
be typical of behavior i n  1 i t h i  um-doped sol a r  cel l  s . 
The 1 i t h i  um concentrations were 
Our in i t i a l  results i n  the irradiation of t h i s  material are shown i n  
Figure 1 .  
electrons. 
reci procal temperature for  sampl e Q-2A. The reci procal Hal 1 coefficient 
can be interpreted as  conduction carr ier  concentration. The before irradia- 
The sample was irradiated w i t h  a fluence of 1 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  e/cm2 of 1 MeV 
Figure 1 shows a p l o t  o f  reciprocal Hall coefficient versus 
t i o n  data indicated a constant electron concentration t h r o u g h o u t  the tempera- 
ture range investigated. 
temperature electron concentration. 
Irradiation produced a small change i n  the room 
The low temperature electron concentration 
was greatly lowered i n  a manner t h a t  indicates t ha t  the irradiation produced 
a large concentration of acceptor defects w i t h  a deep lying level. The 
manner i n  which the Hall coefficient of the irradiated specimen changes w i t h  
temperature indicates tha t  the Fermi level has become pinned to the energy 
level of the radiation produced defect. The defect energy level calculated 
from the slope shown i n  Figure 1 i s  0.19 eV below the bottom of the conduc- 
t i o n  band. T h i s  value is  not properly corrected for  the temperature varia- 
t i o n  of the density of s ta tes  i n  the conduction band. To properly account 
for  the density of s t a t e s ,  the quantity log l/T3l2 RH must be plotted against 
1/T.  T h i s  has the effect  of lowering the apparent energy level a small 
amount. 
energy level will l i e  very close t o  the known position of the Si-A center 
(0.17 eV). 
T h i s  analysis i s  shown i n  Figure 2. I t  is apparent tha t  the true 
T h i s  data strongly suggests that  one of the main defects produced 
duri ng room temperature irradiation of 1 i t h i  um-doped quartz crucible si 1 icon 
is the Si-A center. 
fluence of 1 ~ 1 0 ' ~  e/cm2. The data fo r  this sample i s  shown i n  Figure 3. 
can be seen tha t  there is  evidence of a deep level a f t e r  irradiation,and 
annealing reduces the concentration of deep level defects and conduction 
A second sample (Q-2C) was irradiated w i t h  an electron 
I t  
electrons. 
before irradiation results.  
To a s s i s t  i n  analysis of the data, i t  was normalized to  the 
In this  way the temperature variation of the 
Hall factor i s  removed from the data. These resul ts  are shown i n  Figure 4. 
Several observations can be made from this data. The concentration of the 
deep level defects produced by irradiation is about 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  cmm3. The  
indicated defect production rate  would be 0.2 cm-'. 
energy level a t  0.17 eV below conduction band, assuming a degeneracy factor  
'of 1/2, the two-thirds ionization point will be reached a t  a temperature'of 
195°K (1000/TK = 5.15). Additional calculations show the Fermi level of 
sample (Q-2C) a t  195'K a f t e r  irradiation to be a t  0.17 eV below the bottom 
The Si-A center has an 
-6- 
of the conduction band. There also appears t o  be some evidence of other 
extremely shallow. energy level defects, because the carr ier  concentration 
i s  again declining a t  120°K. After an anneal of 150 hours a t  100°C, the 
concentration of A centers was reduced t o  7 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  ~ m - ~ .  During the same 
period the concentration of carr ier  electrons or lithium donors was reduced 
by 3.3~10’~ ~ m - ~ .  These results 
indicate that  roughly two lithium donors are consumed i n  the anneal of one 
Si-A center. 
(Radiation Damage i n  Semiconductors, p. 115, Academic Press, N.Y. ,  1964).  
The defect production i n  this case i s  much greater than that  reported by 
Vavilov for  A centers. 
The loss i n  A centers was 1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  cm-g 
Thts behavior is  very similar t o  t h a t  reported by Vavilov 
Since the Si-A center i s  known to  be an effective recombination center, 
the previous results form the basis for  the model of irradiation damage and 
recovery i n  lithium-doped quartz crucible si l icon solar  ce l l s .  
in ce l l s  may follow the following model: 
The behavior 
Irradiation 
Recovery 
V + 0 -t 0-V (un-ionized A center) 
0-V + L i +  + e-+ Li-V-0 (inactive defect) ,  
0-V + ZLi++Ze-+ Li2-V-0 (inactive defect) 
o r  
The apparent consumption of two l i t h i u m  donors per annealing A center may 
be,misleading. The data admits t o  the possibil i ty of other defects w i t h  
more shallow lying energy levels. I t  is ent i re ly  possible that  some l i t h i u m  
donors are consumed i n  the anneal i n g  of such defects. 
Our previous Hal 1 coefficient measurements on 1 i t h i  um-doped f loa t  zone 
s i l icon have been concentrated on heavily doped specimens. 
doping levels are not typical of those found i n  solar cel ls .  
previous work, float-zone specimens were prepared w i t h  lithium concentrations 
These heavy 
To extend the 
-7- 
14 3 15 3 i n  the range of 10 /cm t o  10 /cm e The float-zone s i l icon used for  this 
work was originally 1000 ohm-cm n-type sil icon. T h i s  purity level r e s t r i c t s  
the possible defect interactions w i t h  impurities to  those w i t h  l i t h i u m  and 
possibly oxygen. 
coefficient data relating t o  the irradiation and recovery of this sample i s  
shown i n  Figure 5. Since the reciprocal Hall coefficient is closely related 
to the conduction band carr ier  concentration, the results i n  Figure 5 can be 
interpreted as changes i n  carr ier  concentration. 
tion of similar-samples of quartz cl.ucible si l icon show a very small carr ier  
concentration change a t  room temperature a f t e r  irradiation. 
support the production of Si-A centers (oxygen-vacancy pairs) d u r i n g  irradia- 
tion of the lithium-doped quartz crucible si l icon. Two significant p o i n t s  
can be observed regarding the after-irradiation results of sample E-4. 
the car r ie r  removal a t  room temperature is  approximately 0.1 cm-’. 
second point is the large inflection i n  the Hall coefficient a t  temperatures 
a t  which the Fermi level is near 0.17 eV below the bottom of the conduction 
band. A1 though a1 ternate explanations can be proposed, the simplest model 
would be the formation of two types of defects  d u r i n g  the irradiation; one 
defect being the Si-A w i t h  ionization energy of 0.17 eV and a second defect 
being defect of undetermined structure w i t h  an ionization greater than 0.3 eV 
from the conduction band. 
pair. 
Sample E-4 is an example of such a specimen. The Hall 
The results of the irradia- 
Those results 
First, 
The 
The second defect i s  probably a lithium-vacancy 
The introduction rate  of the Si-A center i n  this sample appears t o  
be approximately 0.2 cm-’. 
found i n  similar quartz crucible s i l icon.  
sample contains only 3 . 7 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  l i t h i u m  donors/cm3. 
15 3 concentration i n  float-zone sil icon is believed to be i n  the range of 10 /cm , 
oxygen is  probably the dominant impurity i n  a float-zone specimen such as E-4. 
The value is  i n  excellent agreement w i t h  that  
I t  i s  important to note tha t  this 
Since the residual oxygen 
-8- 
In this regard i t  is  not unusual tha t  the Si-A center should be produced 
d u r i n g  irradiation. 
ature to  study recovery changes. 
centration was greatly reduced d u r i n g  storage. 
the reciprocal Hall coefficient a t  temperatures below room temperature 
indicates tha t  many shallower level defects ( i . e . 9  Si-A centers) remain i n  
the sample. After 1500 hours the conduction electron concentration has been 
reduced to only a few percent of tha t  present immediately a f t e r  the irradia- 
tion. 
i s  directly related to the reaction of l i t h i u m  donor ion cores and the i r  
attendant electrons w i t h  radiation defects. 
After irradiation the sample was stored a t  room temper- 
After 310 hours a t  2 6 O C ,  the car r ie r  con- 
A t  this time the decline of 
I t  appears t ha t  the time dependent decrease of car r ie r  concentration 
A similar specimen, F-2, w i t h  a somewhat higher l i t h i u m  concentration, 
was studied i n  the same manner. The results of this study are shown i n  
Figures 6 and 7. 
1 . 5 ~ 1 0  /cm . 
The float-zone s i l icon used i n  samples E-4 and F-2 was purchased from the 
Wacker Chemical Corp. Los Angeles. Figure 5 shows the reciprocal Hall 
coefficient versus reciprocal temperature plot  fo r  sample E-2 before irradia- 
tion. To f a c i l i t a t e  easy interpretation of this data, i t  was normalized to 
the before irradiation results and replotted on a l inear  scale i n  Figure 7. 
The features of the change produced by irradiation o f  t h i s  sample are very 
similar to  those shown i n  Figure 5 f o r  sample E-4. 
Si-A center and the defect w i t h  a deeper level are implied a f t e r  the 
irradiation. The introduction rate  for  Si-A centers i n  sample F-2 i s  
In this sample, the concentration of lithium donors was 
T h i s  is roughly four times the amount present i n  sample E-4. 15 3 
The presence of both the 
approximately 0.2 cm-I. 
is also the same as tha t  found i n  a quartz crucible sample (sample Q-ZC, 
Figure 3) w i t h  similar l i t h i u m  concentrations. 
This i s  the same as tha t  found i n  sample E-4. I t  
After 800 hours a t  room 
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temperature, the results i n  Figure 5 indicate greatly reduced car r ie r  
concentration. 
of defects w i t h  energy levels less than 0.32 eV ( i . e .g  Si-A centers). 
one significant difference between the results i n  sample F-2 and those i n  
sample E-4 is  the introduction rate  of defect w i t h  deeper energy (about 
0.2 cm-’ i n  former and 0.08 cm-’ i n  the l a t t e r  case). 
that  increased 1 i t h i u m  concentrations cause higher concentrations of the 
subject defect to  be formed d u r i n g  irradiation. 
rates fo r  several 1 i thium-doped f loa t  zone specimens of varying lithium 
The data also indicates .a very much reduced concentration 
The 
I t  would appear 
The room temperature removal 
concentrations have been determined i n  an e f fo r t  to  c lar i fy  the nature of 
the deep lying level produced by irradiation. 
Figure 8. I t  is  apparent t h a t  removal ra te  or  introduction rate  of the 
defect increases i n  a near 1 inear manner of lithium donor concentration. 
Because of mass action principles, such a monotonic relationship indicates 
that  lithium is involved i n  the structure of the defect under consideration. 
In addition t o  the previously discussed data, a dashed l ine is shown on 
Figure 8. 
Pigneret for  a very similar group of experiments.” The removal rates 
reported by Pigneret are higher by a factor of two than those reported 
herein. Despite this difference, the general t r end  of removal ra te  versus 
l i t h i u m  donor concentration i s  very similar. 
the defect responsible for  this carr ier  removal i s  a lithium-vacancy pair  
( L i s )  w i t h  an energy level about 0.4 eV below the conduction band. 
T h i s  data i s  shown i n  
The 1 i ne represents the experimental re1 a t i  onshi p proposed by 
Pigneret has proposed tha t  
B.  Carrier Removal Studies i n  Cells 
Parallel studies of capacitance and electr ical  output were made on 
The concentration of 1 i t h i  um donors a quartz crucible cell  AF14-4921. 
a t  the junction ( V a = O )  and the short c i rcu i t  current were s tud ied  d u r i n g  
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irradiation and recovery a t  100°C. T h i s  data i s  again shown i n  Figure 9. 
In general, the results are very similar to those of f loa t  zone ce l l s ,  i n  
that  a large decrease of lithium concentration occurs simultaneously w i t h  
a recovery of the degraded short c i rcu i t  current. The point of interest  
i s  that  d u r i n g  the i rradiati  on of 3x1 O1 5e/cm2 only 2x1 O1 
cm are  removed. This is an order of magnitude lower t h a n  that  observed i n  
f l o a t  zone ce l l s .  
b o t h  f l oa t  zone and quartz crucible s i l icon,  one can assume that similar 
numbers of radiation induced recombination centers were present i n  bo th  types 
of ce l l s .  
carr iers  removed d u r i n g  irradiation woulci not indicate a lithium loss adequate 
t o  allow a lithium atom i n  the structure of each damage center. 
tends t o  support the need for an entirely different model of the damage in 
the case of quartz crucible cel ls .  
carr ier  electrons/ 
3 
Since the lithium lost  during recovery i s  comparable to 
Even i f  the damage centers are un-ionized, the small quantity of 
T h i s  resu l t  
A more extensive analysis of the above sample was completed. By use 
of capacitance measurements, the donor concentration was determined a t  
depths u p  t o  5 microns i n t o  the n-type region. 
10. I t  can be seen tha t  the small "loss o f  donors" d u r i n g  irradiation i s  a 
general condition which extends deep into the n-type region. The change 
which occurs during the 500 hour recovery period appears to vary greatly 
with distance into the ce l l .  
was converted into removal rates (dn /d@)  and plotted as a function of 
distance into the n-type region. 
recovery are both shown i n  Figure 11 as a function of distance. I t  i s  readily 
apparent from th is  data that the low apparent removal rate (0.006 cm-') during 
irradiation extends deep i n t o  the n-type region. 
recovery r ises  very rapidly with distance. 
T h i s  d a t a  i s  shown in Figure 
To permit a closer analysis of the data, i t  
The removal rates during irradiation and 
The removal ra te  d u r i n g  
A different view o f  this data i s  
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shown i n  Figure 12 where the two removal rates are plotted as functions 
of the lithium donor concentration a t  a p o i n t  i n  the cell where the 
particular removal ra te  was determined. Two facts  are apparent; the 
removal rate during irradiation is n o t  a function of lithium concentration, 
and the removal ra te  dur ing  recovery i s  a very strong function of the 
l i  thium concentration. 
The resul t s  of 1 i thi um-doped quartz-cruci bl e cell i rradi a t i  on can 
be explained w i t h  a model consistent w i t h  previously discussed Hall 
coefficient measurements. To explain the results i n  these ce l l s ,  one 
needs t o  examine various parameters relating t o  various charge s ta tes  
in the ce l l .  The Fermi level i n  the n-type region near the junction i s  
0.28 eV below the bottom of the conduction band. A further calculation 
indicates t h a t  the Fermi factor o r  fraction of ionization for Si-A centers 
i s  only 0.03. 
i r radiat ion,  only 3% of the Si-A centers would be ionized. 
fraction would be the only portion detected by carr ier  removal measure- 
ments a t  room temperature. Assuming the above situation, the introduction 
This means t h a t  i f  such defects were generated d u r i n g  
This ionized 
rate  of Si-A centers would actually be 0.006/0.03 o r  0.2 cm-l. 
the same value determined by Hall coefficient measurements, as discussed 
i n  the previous section. An identical analysis was made on a different 
1 i thi um-doped quartz  crucible cell (H3A 7249) which exhibited superior 
i n i t i a l  and recovered electr ical  o u t p u t  characteristics. Cells of this 
This i s  
group will be discussed further in l a t e r  sections of this report. 
donor concentration as a function of  barrier width for this cell is  
shown in Figure 13 and the removal rate data i s  shown in Figure 14. 
These results are very similar t o  those of cell AF 14-4921 
The 
except t h a t  
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the lithium concentration is  somewhat higher re la t ive t o  the phosphorus 
concentration. I t  is also clear from Figure 14 that  the removal ra te  
during recovery increases value much higher than 0.2 cm"' deep i n  the 
ce l l .  Since the introduction rate  of Si-A centers i s  believed t o  be 
0.2 cm'l i n  these ce l l s ,  the da ta  supports a model i n  which more t h a n  
one lithium donor atom reacts t o  neutralize the defect complex. 
Since the resu l t  o f  the capacitance measurements o f  removal rates 
duri ng i rradi a t i  on of 1 i thi urn-doped quartz crucible cell  s strongly 
indicates t h a t  Si-A centers are formed, i t  would be interesting t o  
examine similar measurements made on conventional p on n solar  ce l l s .  
The s i l icon "A" center is  believed t o  be the major recombination center 
i n  the conventional p/n solar  cell (quar tz  crucible s i l i con) .  In 
Figure 15 the donor concentrations, determined by capacitance measurements, 
are shown for a non-lithium solar cel l  (CEG 112) as a function o f  
distance into the n-type base region. The measured car r ie r  removal 
ra te  is  constant throughout  the distance investigated w i t h  a value of 
0.013 ern-'* 
about  9% ionized. The actual introduction ra te  of "A" centers would 
be 0.15 cm-le 
is  cal cul ated from simi 1 a r  measurements on 1 i t h i  um-doped quartz crucible 
solar ce l l s .  This resu l t  tends t o  suppor t  the previous conclusions 
that  oxygen-vacancy pair  (Si-A centers) play a prominent role in the 
degradation process o f  a l l  p/n si l icon solar ce l l s .  
Under the conditions i n  this c e l l ,  Si-A centers would be 
T h i s  value is  quite close t o  the value of 0.2 cm-I which 
In th i s  section the changes in car r ie r  concentration dur ing  and 
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a f t e r  irradiation are analyzed for  three l i  thium-doped, f l o a t  zone solar  
cell  s of widely varying 1 i t h i  um concentrations 
plot fo r  Cell C3-18 is  shown f o r  several stages of irradiation and 
recovery i n  Figure 16. 
function o f  distance i n t o  the n-type region is  shown for  the same cell  
i n  the same stages of irradiation and recovery i l lus t ra ted  i n  Figure 16. 
I t  appears the donor removal dur ing  irradiation is  a strong function o f  
distance i n t o  the'n-type region. In addition the amount of  donors 
removed dur ing  recovery for  200 hours is  much larger than tha t  removed 
d u r i n g  i rradi a t i  on. After 400 hours  the 1 i t h i  urn donor concentration 
deep i n  the cell  has risen somewhat, apparently from diffusion of 
l i t h i u m  i n t o  this region. 
probably the cause of the s l igh t  redegradation i n  short c i rcu i t  current 
which occurs between 200 and 400 hours after irradiation. The data 
relating to  donor concentration changes is replotted i n  Figure 18 for  
various depths i n  the n-type region as a function of electron fluence. 
The data i n  Figure 18 indicates that  the removal ra te  appears l inear 
w i t h  electron fluence. The removal ra te ,  however, increases rapidly 
w i t h  distance i n t o  the n-type region. 
The current-vol tage 
In Figure 17 the donor concentration as a 
The increase i n  l i t h i u m  concentration is 
The removal ra te  a t  the original 
(1.411) is  only 0.04 cm"'. Measurements 
indicate a removal ra te  of 0.206 cm"' . 
ra te  has occurred i n  a distance of 
ased space charge region. 
made w i t h  barrier w i d t h  
A five-fold increase i n  
only 2 . 3 ~  from the o r i g  
edge of the space charge region 
a t  3 . 7 ~  
removal 
nal unb 
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Cell 63-18 is  typical of a low lithium ce l l .  The in i t i a l  l i t h i u m  
concentration a t  the junction was 3 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  atoms/cm3. 
now be discussed for  a cell with a somewhat higher lithium concentration. 
The solar cell current-voltage characterist ic of Cell AF 14-4903 is  shown 
i n  Figure 19 for  several stages of irradiation and recovery. Figure 20 
presents the results of the capacitance analysis d u r i n g  stages shown i n  
Figure 19. 
are very similar to  those discussed for  Cell C3-18. 
recovery the donor concentration is  approaching t h a t  o f  the original phos- 
phorus concentration ( 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  atoms/cm ) of the si l icon. 
the data i n  Figure 20, the donor concentrations for  specific w i d t h s  of the 
space charge region (distance into the n-type region) is  replotted in 
Figure 21 as a function of electron fluence. In Cell AF 14-4903 the removal 
rates found d u r i n g  irradiation are  somewhat higher than those found i n  
Cell C3-18. A rapid increase i n  removal rate i s  also noted w i t h  increases 
i n  barr ier  w i d t h .  
A similar study will 
In general, the donor concentration changes i n  Cell AF 14-4903 
After 312 hours of 
3 To further analyze 
An additional cell  (T4-10) w i t h  a much higher lithium concentration 
was studied i n  the same manner. 
for  before and a f t e r  irradiation and a f t e  
concentrations as a function of barrier w i d t h  fo r  Cell T4-10 are shown i n  
Figure 23. 
depths to allow recovery w i t h o u t  making major changes i n  the lithium concen- 
t ra t ion.  
by that  during recovery by 50 to 100%. This data i s  of importance i n  form- 
ulating a physical model f o r  the process. The removal rates d u r i n g  the 
irradiation of Cell T4-10 a t  various distances i n t o  the n-type region are 
shown i n  Figure 24. 
The current-voltage relationships are shown 
recovery i n  Figure 22. The lithium 
In this  cel l  the lithium concentrations are large enough a t  a l l  
I t  can be noted t h a t  the l i t h i u m  loss during irradiation i s  exceeded 
Similar data is also shown for  Cells AF 14-4903, C3-18, 
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and C5D-100. 
of removal ra te  d u r i n g  irradiation) w i t h  depth that  i s  possible w i t h i n  this 
type of solar ce 1 .  These variations may, i n  part ,  be responsible for the 
wide differences in removal rate reported by different investigators. The 
exact reason for t h i s  pattern of removal ra te  is not  clear. The trend can 
be roughly described as a tendency for the- removal rate t o  go t o  zero a t  the 
pos i t i on  of zero barrier width and r i se  rapidly from this value i n  some 
manner directly related t o  the 1 i t h i u m  donor concentration. To further 
c lar i fy  this relationship the removal rate data was replotted versus the 
Figure 24 provides graphic example o f  the extreme variation 
lithium concentration a t  the p o i n t  i n  the cell a t  which the rate was deter- 
mined. 
concentrations will not result i n  a specific removal rate.  A particular 
p o i n t  of interest  regarding Figure 25 is  t h a t  removal ra te  data for Cell 
I t  i s  very obvious from the data in Figure 25 that  certain lithium 
AF 14-4903 and T4-10 do show near linear behavior i n  respect t o  lithium 
concentration. The  fact  that  the individual curves are considerably dis- 
placed indicates the presence of some other strong factor i n  the determination 
of  the removal rate. 
region edge and l i t h i u m  concentration both ac t  t o  determine the removal ra te  
during irradiation of lithium-doped f l o a t  zone sil icon cel ls .  I t  i s  reason- 
able t o  expect the l i t h i u m  concentration t o  affect  the removal rate d u r i n g  
irradiation. Simple mass action principles suggest that  areas w i t h  higher 
concentrations of 1 i t h i  um donors should capture more d i  spl acemen t produced 
vacancies before annihilation than similar areas of lower l i t h i u m  concentra- 
tion. 
cause the apparent defect production ra te  t o  be so  low adjacent t o  the space 
charge region and increase so rapidly w i t h  distance from the barrier. 
I t  is possible that distance from the space charge 
I t  i s  more d i f f i cu l t  t o  postulate an independent effect  which would 
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To more graphical ly show the differences i n  1 i t h i  um concentration and 
gradient, the pre-i rradi ation donor concentrations and gradients for  a1 1 
f l oa t  zone sil icon ce l l s  s tud ied  are shown i n  Figure 26. I t  can be seen 
from the data tha t  the gradient o f  l i t h i u m  concentration ( A N / A W )  appears 
to vary directly w i t h  the l i t h i u m  donor concentration a t  the edge of the 
space charge region. 
relationship was derived for  l inear graded junction ( i .e . ,  one with a 
voltage-capacitance relation of VC3 = k),, Since the precise VC3 = k relation- 
s h i p  i s  not always-found i n  lithium-doped ce l l s ,  the derivation is  not 
To further explore this variation, the analytical 
general for  a l l  cel ls .  I f  the space charge region is assumed t o  expand t o  
both sides when a reverse bias A's applied, the relationship is: 
I f  the space charge region is assumed t o  be constrained as one edge, b u t  
expands i n t o  a graded region a t  the other edge, the relationship is: 
In Figure 27 these relationships are shown along w i t h  experimental data 
determined by RCA and TRW Systems. The two TRW points were from ce l l s  w i t h  
close t o  VC3 = k behavior. T h i s  information was no t  available for the RCA 
cel ls .  Although there is considerable sca t te r  i n  the data, there is  some 
experimental basis for treating the gradient as being proportional t o  three 
halfs power of the lithium donor concentration a t  the edge of the junation. 
The results tend to  support the following model of the damage and 
recovery processes. The model is as  follows: 
Irradiation V t Lit t 2e- + Li-V- 
Recovery Li-V- t L i t  -t L i - V - L i  
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The data  which supports this  model i s  as follows: 
1 a 
2. 
3. 
bi thi um donors apparently react w i t h  displacement products. 
Li thi um apparently reacts w i t h  defect complexes d u r i n g  the recovery. 
The lithium consumed d u r i n g  recovery i s  roughly equal t o  o r  greater 
t h a n  t h a t  consumed i n  i r radiat ion.  
C.  Defect Structures in Cells 
In our previous final report, the possibil i ty of u s i n g  the frequency 
dependence of solar cell capacitance in the study of radiat ion defects was 
explored. This teshnique has recently been used t o  study lithium solar  ce l l s .  
The resul ts  of this experimentation appear t o  be very s ignif icant ,  and should 
provide an excellent means of study i n  the future. 
region of the solar cell space charge region i s  caused t o  widen and contract 
under a h i g h  frequency voltage. When deep lying energy levels are present, 
In this measurement the 
under certain conditions o f  frequency and temperature, these defects are n o t  
able t o  change their  charge s t a t e  rapidly enough by thermal emission and 
capture as the space charge region passes through t he i r  position. T h i s  
d i f f icul ty  provides a relaxation effect  which can be studied t o  determine 
the energy levels of defects present. This behavior i s  i l lustrated by the 
da ta  in Figure 28. 
cel ls  were studied in the unirradiated and irradiated conditions by capaci- 
tance measurements a t  temperatures from 27°C t o  -190OC and frequencies of 
5 KHz t o  400 KHz. 
donor concentration a t  the edge of the space charge i s  related t o  the capa- 
In th i s  work lithium-doped qua r t z  crucible s i l icon solar  
In the case of  a typical lithium-doped so lar  cell the 
ci tance i n  the fol1 owing expression : 
- s v c2 
ND q * E  
All of the factors in this expression are constant before and a f te r  irradia- 
tion except S ,  which i s  related t o  exponent of the k = VCn relationship of 
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the ce l l .  
irradiation. 
irradiation can be studied by examining the changes in the square of the 
rat io  of capacitance af ter  irradiation t o  that  observed before irradiation. 
This parameter is plotted on the ordinate of Figure 28. Examination of the 
da ta  indicates t h a t  a t  higher temperatures no frequency dependence i s  
observed. As the sample temperature is  reduced a divergence i n  the da ta  
for various frequencies is observed. The lower frequency (5  KHz) capacitance 
values diverge f i r s t  as the sample temperature i s  decreased, followed by 
those of higher frequency a t  s t i l l  lower temperatures. A t  -190°C (1000/T=12) 
the capaci tance vari a t i  on w i t h  frequency agai n converges. The behavior in 
general i s  indicative of deep lying traps produced by the electron irradia- 
t i o n .  The point a t  which the transit ion from maximum t o  minimum donor pop- 
ulation i s  half complete i s  marked for  each frequency used. This point i s  
defined as the cutoff frequency a t  t h a t  particular temperature. I t  can be 
assumed tha t  the reciprocal of the cutoff frequency is proportional t o  the 
re1 axati on time of the electronic capture process dominating the process. 
In this case the "S" factor was observed t o  be unchanged by 
For this reason changes i n  donor concentration caused by 
1 ~ = k -  
f C  
The relaxation time of  such processes can be determined from s t a t i s t i ca l  
considerations. 
the expression would be 
In a case which can be described as a net loss of donors, 
T = l / C n  Nc exp [-AE/LT] 
To f ac i l i t a t e  the analysis we have assumed the reciprocal of the cutoff 
frequency i s  equal t o  the relaxation time. To determine the energy level 
of the centers involved in the relaxation ( A E ) ~  an activation energy p l o t  
i s  presented in Figure 29. In %order t o  construct a p l o t  in which the slope 
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will directly reflect the value of AE, the relaxation time corrected by 
the density of s t a t e s  is  plotted versus the reciprocal temperature. The 
da ta  indicates the value of AE to be 0.17 eV. Since this value is also 
identified w i t h  the ionization energy of the Si-A center, these measurements 
add more support to  previously discussed evidence indicat ng t h a t  the primary 
defect produced dur ing  i rradiati  on of 1 i th-i um-doped quart cruci bl e s i  1 icon 
solar  ce l l s  is the oxygen-vacancy pair  or  S i - A  center. Certain factors 
such as s p i n  degeneracy, temperature dependence of capture crossection, and 
w i d t h  of the space charge region have been neglected i n  this analysis. 
is believed that consideration of such factors would not significantly a1 t e r  
the conclusions. The same analysis was repeated a f t e r  the cell  was allowed 
t o  recover for  250 hours a t  100OC. 
The data ref lects  a drop i n  the population o f  the 0.17 eV level defect and 
also a decrease i n  the l i t h i u m  donor concentration. 
I t  
ThSs data i s  also shown i n  Figure 28. 
A variable frequency capacitance study was also done on a lithium-doped 
f loa t  zone solar  ce l l .  The cell used was C5D-100. The ce l l s  of this group 
will be more ful ly  discussed i n  other sections o f  this report. T h i s  cell  
was irradiated w i t h  a fluence of 1 .5x10T5 1 MeV e/cm2. 
is shown i n  Figure 30. 
tance w i t h  frequency a f t e r  irradiation than that shown i n  Figure 28. A t  
temperatures s l ight ly  lower than room temperature the capacitances for 
various frequencies begin  a w i  de di vergence, whi  ch again converges a t  1 ower 
temperatures a t  a capacitance value less than 90% of the original values. 
The pattern is  indicative o f  the presence of a radiation produced deep lying 
energy 1 eve1 e 
are plotted i n  Figure 31 i n  a manner t o  indicate the position of the energy 
level of the defect under study. The slope i n  Figure 31 suggests an energy 
The capacitance data 
T h i s  cell exhibits a much wider variation of capaci- 
The temperatures a t  w h i  ch c r i t i ca l  frequencies are reached 
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level 0.54 eW below the bottom of the conduction band. Since measurements 
made by other means have indicated the presence of a deep lying level i n  
irradiated lithium-doped f loa t  zone s i l icon ,  i t  may be that  data concerns 
the same defect. I t  is  also of in te res t  to  note that the presence of the 
0.17 eV level is  not indicated by the data i n  Figure 30. 
0.17 eW level i n  sample C5D-100 would be d i f f i cu l t  to detect because of the 
large change i n  capacitance caused by the deep level defect. 
Presence of the 
I t  is also 
of in te res t  t o  note tha t  the capacitance values f o r  various frequencies 
also appear to  diverge w i t h  temperatures above 300°K. There is not suff ic-  
i en t  data to  determine i f  this indicates the presence o f  a second defect 
level. 
D. L i  t h i  um Counterdoping of P-Type S i  1 icon 
The benefits of radiation hardening by l i t h i u m  doping have been so 
f a r  confined t o  n-type sil icon. T h i s  is  an unfortunate circumstance, as 
n-type s i l icon i s  inherently more prohe t o  displacement type radiation 
damage than i s  p-type s i l icon.  
competitive and i n  some cases superior to  p-type s i l icon i n  regard t o  
radiation hardness. 
increase the radiation hardness of p-type by l i t h i u m  or  any other type of 
doping. In an e f fo r t  t o  determine if any such advantage does i n  f ac t  exist, 
we have fabricated p-type s i l icon which i s  counterdoped by the diffusion of 
lithium. 
counterdoped samples are summarized i n  Table 1.  
made w i t h  quartz-crucible s i l icon and the other from f l o a t  zone s i l icon.  
In a l l  cases the res i s t iv i ty  a f te r  lithium diffusion i s  much higher than 
the original res i s t iv i ty  o f  the crystal .  T h i s  i s  evidence tha t  many o f  the 
boron donors originally present i n  the crystals have been compensated by 
L i t h i u m  doping has made n-type s i l icon 
A much more desirable si tuation would be to  further 
The results of electrical  measurements made on a few p-type lithium 
Two of these samples were 
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the presence of the lithium donors. 
by Hal 1 coefficient measurements. The boron and 1 i t h i  um concentrations 
shown i n  Table 1 were determined i n  this manner. 
each specimen af te r  the lithium diffusion i s  also shown. 
tha t  the mobilities shown are relatively low for samples of the r e s i s t i v i t i e s  
exhibited a f te r  lithium diffusion. 
total  concentration of scattering centers ( i . e . ,  b o t h  boron and lithium ion 
cores). 
si nce the possible. scat ter i  ng center popul a ti  on has been increased a1 though 
the net carr ier  concentration i n  the valence band has been decreased. For 
this reason a l i t h i u m  compensation diffusion of a p-type crystal will raise 
the Hall coefficient and decrease the Hall mobility. A large decrease i n  
mobility may not be detected because of pairing of the lithium and boron 
atoms. 
doped t o  achieve resistivities of interest  t o  the device designer and lithium 
concentrations which could be of  importance i n  radiation hardening. 
T h i s  compensation was also confirmed 
The Hall mobility of 
I t  can be noted 
This i s  because mobility ref lects  the 
The mobilities shown are more typical of  the original crystal 
The significant p o i n t  is that  p-type sil icon can be l i t h i u m  counter- 
In an e f for t  to  o b t a i n  some indication as t o  possible hardening 
mechanisms, the p-type lithium doped sil icon samples discussed i n  Table 1 
were irradiated w i t h  1 MeV electrons. 
and res i s t iv i ty  were monitored. 
which affect  majority carr ier  behavior can be detected. 
not measure the minority carr ier  1 ifetime, similar measurements i n  n-type 
ref1 ec t  the reaction of 1 i t h i  um with the radi ation generated defect complexes. 
In Figure 32 the hole concentration of sample Li-P-Q.C.-l-l is  plotted versus 
electron fluence. After an irradiation of 3 ~ 1 0 ’ ~  e/cm the sample was stored 
a t  100°C. 
reduction of effective diffusion constant of l i t h i u m  i n  quartz crucible s i l icon.  
In this work onFy the Hall coefficients 
I n  this way any radiation induced reactions 
Although this does 
3 
The s l ight ly  elevated temperature was used because of the known 
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As shown in Figure 32 the hole concentration was significantly increased 
during the storage a t  1 0 0 O C .  Since defects in p-type sil icon do n o t  
normally anneal a t  th is  temperature, i t  appears tha t  lithium may have 
reacted with some of  the defects generated d u r i n g  the irradiation t o  
annihilate them. 
causes the hole concentration t o  increase because o f  the lowered compensa- 
tion. 
further work i s  warranted. 
In this p-type of sample, a decrease i n  lithium donors 
These results are by no means conclusive, b u t  do indicate t h a t  
The da ta  shown in Figure 33 relates t o  a similar sample which was 
lithium counterdoped t o  a much higher res i s t iv i ty  (Li-P-Q.C.-10-4). 
sample the removal ra te  d u r i n g  irradiation was 0.03 cm-’ which i s  similar 
t o  t h a t  of ordinary boron-doped s i l icon.  In this  sample the hole concentra- 
tion also increased during storage a t  100°C. The in i t i a l  increase was 
larger t h a n  t h a t  of the previous sample; however, af ter  40 hours a t  100°C 
the hole concentration decreased t o  less than t h a t  observed af te r  the irra- 
diation. The nature of this change i s  n o t  clear a t  this time. 
In the 
The da ta  in Figure 34 represents ou; only study t o  date on p-type 
lithium counterdoped f loat  zone s i l icon (Table 1 ) .  This material i s  of 
interest ,  in this case, because o f  the lower oxygen concentration. 
lower oxygen concentration may allow any lithium reactions occurring t o  be 
observed in a shorter period of  time a t  room temperature. 
hole concentrations before and a f te r  irradiation are plotted on the ordinate 
of the graph. 
the irradiation are shown in the figure. 
decrease o f  hole concentration caused by i r radiat ion,  a large time-dependent 
increase in hole concentrati on occurs e The hol e concentrati on reaches a 
T h i s  
In Figure 34 the 
The hole concentrations a t  various times af ter  completion of  
I t  i s  apparent t h a t  af ter  the 
maximum o f  40 hours a f te r  irradiation and then declines somewhat from the 
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maximum. The magnitude of the hole increase observed w i t h  time is  much 
greater than tha t  of the decrease which occurred d u r i n g  irradiation. I t  
i s  d i f f i cu l t  to  give a full explanation of these effects on the basis of 
this limited work. I t  does appear tha t  i n  some way, irradiation of this 
material i n i t i a t e s  a time dependent reaction, probably involving l i t h i u m  
donors, which results i n  a very significant increase i n  the hole concentra- 
t i  on. 
donors can not  be explained as a simple precipitation of lithium. 
of the known behavior of annihilation of recombination centers i n  n-type, 
Because of equi 1 i b r i  um considerations i nvol v i  ng boron, t h i  s 1 oss of 
In view 
the behavior of annihilation of recombination centers i n  n-type, the behavior 
observed i n  p-type lithium compensated sil icon strongly suggests that  
similar reactions between 1 i t h i u m  and recombination centers may also occur 
i n  p-type sil icon. 
doped n on p solar  ce l l s  w i t h  a highly superior radiation resistance may 
be w i t h i n  practical achievement. 
warranted, a1 though Pigneret's results are not encouraging. 
I f  this is i n  f a c t  the case, the development of l i t h i u m -  
Further work i n  this area appears t o  be 
11 
E. Large Substitutional Dopants i n  Silicon 
We have previously evaluated s i l icon doped w i t h  larger subs t i t u ;  
tional atoms i n  regard to a possible radiation hardening mechanism. 
previous work, a single crystal s i l icon - 13% germanium alloy was grown by 
the quartz crucible t e ~ h n i q u e . ~  T h i s  alloy crystal was 'doped w i t h  boron i n  
the usual manner to produce an 8 ohm-cm p-type crystal .  T h i s  material was 
fabricated i n t o  solar  ce l l s  and evaluated for  radiation resistance. The 
ce l l s  produced from this alloy were satisfactory i n  regard t o  photo output, 
b u t  proved to be more prone t o  radiation damage than conventional n on p 
ce l l s .  
the energetic particles are surrounded by a tensi le  s t ra in  f ie ld .  
tional atoms larger than sil icon atoms are surrounded by a compressive 
In 
The basis for  this work was as follows. The vacancies produced by 
Subs t i t u -  
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Strain f i e ld .  
substitutional atoms, due to the lowering of the i r  collective s t ra in  energy, 
the vacancies woul d be prevented from formi ng complexes whi ch a re  recombi na- 
tion centers. 
trapped next t o  a b i smuth  atom is simply a Si-E center ( i + e . ,  a possible 
recombination center). 
because tha t  atom is only 3% larger than s i l icon.  
If radiation produced vacancies could be trapped by large 
This l o g i c  i s  i n  error  i n  the case b i smuth  since a vacancy 
In the case of germanium the s t ra in  f ie ld  is  limited 
Our current e f fo r t  involved two sil icon crystals  doped w i t h  larger 
substitutional atoms. Both crystals  were grown from quartz crucibles. One 
crystal was n-type sil icon doped w i t h  b ismuth  to a res i s t iv i ty  of 0.5 ohm-cm, 
The other crystal was a p-type s i l icon - 0.5% t i n  alloy doped w i t h  boron to 
20 ohm-cm. 
We are  indebted t o  Peter Iles of Centralab Semiconductor Division who 
fabricated several wafers of these two crystals into solar  ce l l s  for  eval- 
uation. 
c i r cu i t  current w i t h  a one s u n  equivalent of tungsten illumination d u r i n g  
a 1 MeV electron irradiation. 
35. The behavior of typical p/n and n /p  so la r  ce l l s  are also shown as 
dashed l ines i n  F igure  35. The short c i r cu i t  currents of the bismuth ce l l s  
(2,5) are  s l ight ly  higher dur ing  irradiation than that  of a comparable p/n 
cell. Th i s  difference does not appear to  be of any practical significance. 
In the  case of the sil icon-tin alloy ce l l s  (A4, BZ), they appear to degrade 
under electron fluence well before the comparable n/p ce l l s  which are i n  . 
common use today. 
or  no practical hardening advantage can be achieved by addition of large 
substitutional atoms to  the si l icon l a t t i ce .  
. large neutral substitutional atoms to  p-type s i l icon appears t o  promote the 
The two groups of cells were evaluated by monitoring the short  
The data from this work is  presented i n  Figure 
In view of these results i t  must  be concluded tha t  l i t t l e  
In f ac t  the addition of the 
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formation of more or more effective recombination centers. 
work i s  planned in this area. 
No further 
111. LITHIUM SOLAR CELL EVALUATION 
In this phase of the program lithium-doped solar  cel ls  from the three 
manufacturers Central ab ,  He1 iotek and Texas Instruments, have been i rradi a- 
ted w i t h  electrons and thei r recovery characteri s t i  cs have been s tudi ed. 
Several different processing experiments were represented in these cell s , 
including an oxygen layer adjacent t o  the junc t ion ,  lithium diffused through 
both  front and back surfaces, phosphorus n+ layer near the junction, and 
cel ls  processed from whole s l ices .  The groups evaluated are l i s ted ,  along 
w i t h  the i r  material and processing variables, in Table 1.  
2 Most of the cel ls  received a r ad ia t ion  exposure of 3x1015 e/cm a t  
1 MeV. Tungsten I-V characterist ics and capacitance versus voltage measure- 
ments were then obtained as a function of time a t  e i ther  room temperature 
o r  1 0 0 O C .  The general r ad ia t ion  damage and recovery characterist ics of each 
group of cel ls  are summarized in Table 11. The recovered levels given in 
the table are the peak of the recovery curve and do no t  take i n t o  account 
any redegradation t h a t  may have occurred. The one-half recovery time i s  
the time necessary for  the short  c i rcu i t  current t o  reach a point midway 
between the damaged level and the peak recovery level.  In general i t  can 
be observed t h a t  the higher lithium concentrations resul t  in lower in i t i a l  
characteri s t i  cs , higher recovered 1 eve1 s , and more rap id  anneal i ng rates 
while w i t h  lower lithium concentrations, higher i n i t i a l  levels and slower 
recovery rates exi s t . 
In Table 111, the peak recovery levels are compared graphically w i t h  
each other and with the equivalent damage level fo r  contemporary 10 n-cm 
n /p  solar  cel ls .  The spread of the da ta  and the half recovery time are a l so  
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shown. 
infer ior  i n  recovered level to the best groups tested previously b u t  are 
I t  should be noted t h a t  most cell  groups tested here are not only 
also no improvement over contemporary n/p  ce l l s .  
A. Centralab Cells 
In Centralab groups C8A through CSD, the important feature i s  an 
oxygen-rich layer approximately 1 mil thick formed by diffusion i n  an 
oxidizing atmosphere prior t o  formation of the p+ layer. The hope was tha t  
this oxygen layer would prevent redegradation of the recovered level without 
affecting the bulk-dependent rapid recovery i n  f loa t  zone and Lopex material. 
However, i n  both the f loa t  zone ce l l s  (C8A and C8B)  and the Lopex cel ls  
( C 8 C  and C8D) the oxygen layer slowed the recovery rates by more than two 
orders o f  magnitude (see Figures 36 and 37) a t  room temperature. T h i s  is 
reasonable since the capacitance data i n  Table 1 indicate lithium concentra- 
tions of an order of magnitude less  i n  the oxygen layer ce l l s  than i n  the 
non-oxygen 1 ayer cell  s for  both materials . 
To find out  i f  recovered levels were stabil ized i t  was necessary t o  
accelerate the recovery process fo r  half of the cel ls  by annealing them a t  
100OC. 
ce l l s ,  b u t  i n  the Lopex case much less  (2% versus 25%) redegradation was 
observed i n  the oxygen layer cel ls  as compared t o  the non-oxygen layer ce l l s  
a f t e r  1000 hours e 
No noticeable s tab i l i ty  improvement was seen for  the f loa t  zone 
Centralab groups C8E through C8H had l i t h i u m  diffused through the p+ 
layer on the front of the ce l l s  as well as through the back. The reasons 
f o r  this experiment are t o  prevent excess l i t h i u m  concentrations and severe 
lithium gradients. 
C8F) were so poor, about 30 ma.for C8E,  that  they were not included i n  the 
testing program. The crucible grown ce l l s  (C8G and C8H) had f a i r ly  good 
The i n i t i a l  outputs of the f loa t  zone ce l l s  (C8E and 
i n i t i a l  outputs, were irradiated, and were annealed a t  100°C (Figure 38). 
L i t h i u m  concentrations i n  the front-back diffused cel ls  were 3 t o  10 times 
h ighe r  t h a n  i n  the back-only cells, and as expected, they annealed faster .  
However, the front-back diffused cells d id  not recover as f a r  as expected 
w i t h  peak short circuit currents of only 30 ma. compared to 33 and 38 for  
the back-only cells e 
B. Texas Instruments Cells 
The Texas Instruments solar  cel l  groups (T9 and T10) were processed 
from whole s l ices  to  eliminate potential edge effects due t o  non-uniform 
l i t h i u m  concentrations. 
produce ha1 f the 1 i t h i  um concentration of Texas Instruments standard 1 i t h i  um 
In add i t ion ,  the l i t h i u m  diffusion was designed t o  
ce l l s  i n  the T9 group and twice the standard concentration i n  the T10 group. 
The capacitance measurements 'confirm this plan, indicating a factor of four 
i n  l i t h i u m  concentration between the two groups. Recovered levels for  both 
groups (Figures 39and 40) are disappointing, however, as neither cell  group 
reached 35 ma. while l a s t  year's T6 group reached 40 ma. As expected, the 
annealing rate  of the T10 group is f a r  fas te r  than that  of the T9 cells, 
b u t  this rapid recovery is  associated w i t h  a significant redegradation, 
about 35% a f t e r  700 hours. I t  is concluded, as i n  l a s t  year's final report, 
that  the reducing of edge effects does not improve recovery performance. 
C. Heliotek Cells 
Heliotek solar  cell  group (H8) has a phosphorus n' layer diffused 
near the junction prior t o  the boron pf diffusion. Except for  this additional 
phosphorus layer, these cel ls  were identical to the H4 group tested l a s t  
year. 
than the H4 ce l l s ,  b u t  a t  a factor of four more slowly (Figure 41).  The 
The H8 ce l l s  have recovered a few milliamps farther (37 versus 33) 
H7 ce l l s  tested l a s t  year and several other Heliotek groups are superior i n  
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recovered level w i t h  the best between 40 and 45 ma. and recovery rates  
similar t o  those for  the H8 ce 1s (Table IW). 
The recovery characterist ics of the most recent groups of ce l l s ,  H3A 
(325/480, H9 (425/90/60) , and H10 (425/90/60) 
function of time and temperature a f t e r  i r radiat ion w i t h  1 MeV electrons and 
compared with the best of previous cell  groups. A brief summary of the 
comparison is presented here separately for the crucible and f l o a t  zone base 
material. The best prior groups of crucible ce l l s  annealed a t  100°C are 
shown i n  Table V. . Although the H14 group was not constructed specifically 
for  this program, i t  represents one of Heliotek's better crucible groups 
and i s  included here for comparison purposes. 
H3A, exhibited recovery levels of 38-40 ma. and 40-41 ma. , respectively, 
w i t h  half-annealing times of 1 hour a t  100OC. 
exhibited h igher  i n i t i a l  outputs than any prior group o f  l i t h i u m  doped ce l l s  
tested t o  date which possessed annealable characterist ics.  As indicated, 
the recovered shor t  circuit current levels are s l igh t ly  lower f o r  the l a t t e r  
groups compared t o  the best prior data which were represented by the T2 and 
T7 groups; however, the H3A group exhibited less  curve factor degradation 
and to  date less redegradation effects  than the p r io r  groups, which would 
indicate overall superiority i n  terms of preservation of maximum power ou tpu t .  
I t  is  of in te res t  t o  note that  the longer time, lower diffusion temperature 
groups are conti nui  ng t o  exhi b l  t characteri s ti cs competi ti  ve w i  t h  o r  bet ter  
than the best of the shorter time, higher d i f fus ion  temperature groups. 
(See Tables 11-V, Figures 42-45). 
have been determined as a 
The two new groups , H10 and 
In addition, the  H3A group 
A similar comparison can be made for the recovery characterist ics a t  
room temperature of f l oa t  zone lithium doped ce l l s .  As i n  the previous 
comparison, a l l  of the groups of ce l l s  were not directly associated with 
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icular contract, b u t  are included as being representative of the 
state-of-the-art. The best ye t  groups are shown i n  Table V.  
now under study are H9 (425/90/60) w i t h  maximum recovered level of 38 ma, i n  
half-annealing time of 5 hours. Al though we have no t  ye t  tested any recent 
long time, low temperature diffused f loa t  zone 1 ithium cel Is, there appears 
to  be a measurable difference, though s l igh t ,  in the superiority of the 
The new groups 
120 minute redistribution over the 60 minute redistribution. 
of ce l l s  have n o t  t o  date exhibited any detrimental curve factor decay o r  
redegradation. (See Tables 11-V, Figures 46-47). 
The new groups 
A study was also made of annealing rates a t  various temperatures for  
i rradiated 1 i t h i  um-doped quartz cruci bl e solar  cell  s . 
this year (H3A and H10) appear t o  be consistent w i t h  da t a  developed under 
previous contract.8 The combined data i s  shown i n  Figure 48. 
figure the reciprocal o f  the half time for recovery, based on short c i r cu i t  
current changes, i s  plotted versus the reciprocal of the annealing tempera- 
ture. Also shown on this  figure are dashed l ines representing slopes of 
The cell  s studied 
In this 
exponential relationship with activation energies of 0.63 eV and 1.10 eW. 
The relat ive positions of the dashed lines i n  Figure 48 are arbitrary and 
of na significance. 
energy of lithium diffusion i n  si l icon i s  0.63 eW. 
presence of oxygen i n  si1 icon reduces the effective diffusion coefficient 
13 of lithium in the following manner: 
The most recently proposed value for  the activation 
Pel1 has shown that  the 
where: D = 2,65 x lom3 exp (-0.62eV kT) 
C = 4x10 23 exp (-0,52eY kT) 
LO] = the concentration of oxygen 
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Using the above relationship, the effective diffusion coefficient for  
l i t h i u m  was calculated for si l icon w i t h  various concentrations of oxygen 
present. T h i s  information is  shown i n  Figure 49. 
apparent activation energy of l i t h i u m  diffusion can vary between 0.63 and 
1.10 eV depending on the oxygen concentration of the silicon. 
oxygen concentration of quartz crucible s i l icon is typically 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  atoms/cm , 
i t  i s  reasonable t o  expect the apparent activation energy of recovery i n  
ce l l s  made from quartz crucible si1 icon t o  be 1.10 eV. Most of the cell 
data i n  Figure 48 closely approaches an apparent activation energy of 1.10. 
The data of ce l l s  of the T7 group i s  n o t  considered significant because 
the higher temperature half recovery times are approaching limits of 
accuracy involved i n  this experiment. The wide variation i n  behavior of 
various groups i s  due t o  the wide differences i n  l i t h i u m  concentrations 
found between the different  groups. 
I t  is clear tha t  the 
Since the 
3 
An additional observation can be made regarding the behavior shown 
i n  Figure 49. In some early work Wysocki determined the apparent activa- 
tion energy for  the recovery process i n  irradiated lithium-doped f loa t  zone 
si1 icon. A compilation of several samples indicated an activation energy 
of 0.61 eV for  recovery near room temperature. T h i s  value is nearly 
identical t o  that  of l i t h i u m  diffusion.  Considering the relationships i n  
fgure 49, Hysocki's data indicates t h a t  f l oa t  zone sil icon typically has 
3 much less than  5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  oxygen atoms/cm i n  solution. Pel1 proposed a more 
specific method of using l i t h i u m  diffusion t o  determine the oxygen concentra- 
t ion of s i 1 i c 0 n . l ~  Pel1 ' s  method uti l ized the kinetics of l i t h i u m  pre- 
cfpi tation rather than kinetics of radiation recovery. 
Several trends seem t o  be evident i n  the summary presented above of 
cells fabricated over the l a s t  two years, First i t  appears that  the 325"C, 
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480 minute diffusion consistently produces ce l l s  wthch are equal t o  the 
best produced w i t h  the higher temperature, longer time diffusion, whereas 
the average response over a l l  the ce l l s  produced with the l a t t e r  diffusion 
schedule i s  considerably poorer and widely variant. Other variables , such 
as i n i t i a l  res i s t iv i ty ,  paint-on versus evapotated source, inclusion of an 
N layer,  and variation of parent dopant do not seem t o  have measurable o r  
significant effects on overall cell  performance. 
+ 
D. Solar Simulator Measurements 
The majority of the I-V curves obtained i n  the evaluation program 
have been obtained u s i n g  tungsten i l l  uminat 
r e l i ab i l i t y ,  and amplification of radiation 
the majority of the anneal ing  data has been 
current p o i n t .  Although most cell  groups e 
a1 1 owing qual i ta t ive  1 inear compari sons for 
on because of its convenience, 
induced degradation. In addition, 
taken a t  the shor t  c i r cu i t  
h i b i t  s table I-V characterist ics 
anticipated responses, under 
solar simulation, the quantitative magnitude of the annealing performances 
under solar  simulation is d i f f j , w ) t  t o  extrapolate for  the l i t h i u m  ce l l .  
For these reasons, solar  simulator measurements have been performed on a 
selected number o f  ce l l  groups which are representative o f  the most superior 
1 i t h i  urn doped p/n cell  s eval uated t o  date. The pre-i rradi a t i  on, post-  
i r radiat ion,  and after-annealing maximum power points have been plotted i n  
Figure 50. The annealing rate  curves shown are the same as those observed 
under tungsten illumination and are assumed t o  have been the same under 
solar simulation. As is indicated i n  the curves, the pre-irradiation i n i t i a l  
efficiencies are competitive w i t h  contemporary n/p solar ce l l s  and the 
annealed outputs are in every case superior to  the contemporary n/p cell 
a f t e r  3x1015 e/cm2. 
which is probably due t o  differences i n  oxygen concentration among the 
There is, however, a wide divergence i n  annealing rates 
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various groups. 
two of them were fabricated ut i l iz ing the slower 325"C/480 minute diffusion 
schedule. T h i s  da t a  confirms t h a t  significant progress has been made i n  the 
l a s t  several years i n  the generation of a technology t o  manufacture high 
efficiency stable lithium doped p/n cel ls  which exhibit superior radiat ion 
resistance a f t e r  annealing relative t o  the contemporary 10 ohm-cm n / p  ce l l .  
I t  is  of interest  t o  note t h a t  of the three groups presented, 
IV. SUMMARY 
Experimental data regarding the behavior of 1 i t h i  um i n  i rradi ated 
s i l icon has been accumulated by several methods. The resul ts  obtained by 
different  methods tend to  confirm the same model for  the damage. The 
model for  the damage appears t o  be significantly different i n  f l oa t  zone 
and quartz crucible s i l icon.  
model for  each material separately. 
For this reason i t  is  logical t o  discuss the 
A. L i  t h i  um-Doped Quartz Crucible S i  1 icon 
' 1 .  The Hall coefficient studies of the irradiation of this mater- 
ia l  w i t h  energetic electrons indicate tha t  acceptor type defects w i t h  an 
energy level 0.17 eV below the conduction band are formed. 
2. The introduction rate of this defect i s  0.2 cm". 
3. Subsequent annealing o r  recovery a t  100°C, reduces the concen- 
t r a t ion  of the subject defects and a simultaneous decrease in l i t h i u m  donor 
concentration. 
4. The decrease i n  lithium donor concentration during recovery 
exceeds the decrease of 0.17 eV level defects by a factor which i s  approx- 
imately two. 
5. The 0.17 eV level defect appears t o  be the Si-A center (ice., 
oxygen-vacancy pai r) . 
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6. Cagaci tance-vol tage measurements on sol a r  cell  s i ndi ca te that  
r no l i t h i u m  reacts i n  the formation of defect complexes d u r i n g  
7* The car r ie r  removal dur ing  irradiation of ce l l s  is 0.005 ern-'- 
Considering the position of the Fermi level, the value is  consistent w i t h  
the production of 0.17 eW level defects w i t h  an introduction ra te  of 0.2 cm-'. 
8, Capaci tance-vol tage measurements on cell s indicate tha t  the 
concentration o'f 1 i t h i u m  donor reacting d u r i n g  the recovery stage is roughly 
equal t o  twice the projected concentration o f  0.17 eV level defects. 
9, Capacitance-frequency measurements on ce l l s  indicate tha t  a 
defect w i t h  an energy level 0.17 eV below the bottom o f  the conduction band 
is formed d u r i n g  irradiation. 
10. A1 1 measurements support fol 1 owing defect reaction model : 
radiation: 
recovery: 
Y + 0 + e- -+ 0-VI 
L i +  + 0-W- -+ Li-0-v 
L i  + Li-0-Y + e- 3 L i  0-V + 2 
B. Lithium-Doped Float Zone Silicon 
l e  The Hall coefficient studies of the irradiation of this material 
a l so  indicate the formation of a defect w i t h  an energy level 0.17 eV below 
the conduction band and an introduction ra te  of 0.2 cm"' e 
2. The 0.17 eV level defect appears to  be the Si-A center (ice., 
oxygen - vacancy) e 
3. In addition t o  this defecka different defect w i t h  deeper lying 
eve1 is formed dur ing  the irradiation of this material. 
4. The introduction rate of this deep lying level is roughly 
proportional t o  the concentra t i  on o f  1 i t h i  um donors present 
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5. T h i s  behavior strongly suggests tha t  the structure of the deep 
lying 1 eve1 i nvol ves a 1 i t h i  um-vacancy pai r e  
6. The amount of l i t h i u m  donors which  react during the recovery 
is  significantly greater than the concentration of defects which form during 
i rradi ation. 
7. Capacitance-voltage measurements on solar cells indicate carr ier  
removal characterist ic of the formation of deep lying levels during irrad- 
iation. 
8. Removal rates measured by capacitance tend t o  approach zero a t  
a zero barr ier  wid th ,  and increase w i t h  distance into the active region of 
the cel l  base. 
9. These removal ra tes  are also roughly proportional to the con- 
cen t r a t i  on of 1 i t h i  urn donors. 
l a .  The quantity of l i t h i u m  donors reacting dur ing  the recovery 
period greatly exceeds that which reacts during i rradi a t i  on. 
11. Capaci tance-frequency measurements on solar ce l l s  indicate 
conduction band. tha t  a deep lying level,  0.54 eV below the bottom of the 
C. Solar Cell Evaluation 
I t  i s  possible to fabricate excel ent 1 i t h i  um-d 
from either f loa t  zone or  quartz crucible si l icon. When 
ffused solar ce l l s  
l i t h i u m  diffused 
solar  ce l l s  are fabricated w i t h  an optimum diffusion schedule, they are 
superior i n  radiation resistance t o  contemporary n/p  ce l l s  a f t e r  electron 
i rradi a t 1  on of 3x1 0’ e/crn2 e Such i rradi ated nd recovered l i t h i u m  ce l l s  
w i  11 produce 10 t o  20% more power than a simi la r ly  irradiated contemporary 
n /p  solar  ce l l .  
best cel l  studied i n  this period am: 
The l i t h i u m  diffusion schedules which have produced the 
- 34- 
Temperature Time Redistribution 
425°C 90 m i n  
325OC 480 min 
60 min 
0 m i n  
Other fabrication techniques eval uated during the year such as oxygen 1 ayer, 
phosphorus layer, whole s l i ce ,  front and back l i t h i u m  d i f fus ion ,  d i d  no t  
produce any superior results or advantages. 
V. PROGRESS IN THE NEXT REPORT PERIOD 
During the next report period the irradiation evaluation o f  JPL-furnished 
solar cells will be continued. Hall coefficient measurements will be made t o  
further support the damage model. Capacitance measurements w i  11 be refined 
t o  allow more complete analysis of changes i n  l i t h i u m  concentration i n  the 
cel ls .  Studies of p-type l i t h i u m  counterdoped sil icon will be expanded to 
include minority carr ier  behavior. 
VI. NEW TECHNOLOGY 
There is no new technology reported for this period. 
WII. PAPERS AND PUBLICATIONS GENERATED 
Accepted for Publication 
Title: 
Journal : 
"Effect of Electron Irradiation on Lithium-Doped Silicon" 
International Journal of the Physics and Chemistry of Sol i d s  
Accepted for Presentation 
Title: "Role of L i t h i u m  i n  Irradiated Solar Cells" 
Meeting: International Colloquium on Solar Cells, Toulouse, France, 
6 July 1970 
Title:  "Role of L i t h i u m  i n  Irradiated Solar Cell Behavior" 
Meeting: E i g h t h  Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, Seatt le,  Wn, , 
11 August 1970. 
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SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT, MA. 
1 C8A I -  
TABLE IV. RECOVERED LEVEL AND HALF RECOVERY T I M E  ( H o u r s )  
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20 25 30 35 40 45 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I l  
NEW THIS QUARTER 
I BEST Fz 250 
BEST CRUC 100' 
1 " ' 1 1 " ' " " ' " 1 " ' ' 1  
20 25 30 35 40 45 
I RECOVERED LEVEL (ma) 
sc 
TABLE V. COMPARISON OF PEAK RECOVERED LEVELS ( Isc-TUNGSTEN) 
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FIG. 1 HALL COEFFICIENT VS. TEMPERATURE, IRRADIATED 
LITHIUM-DOPED QUARTZ CRUCIBLE SILICON 
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FIG. 3 HALL COEFFICIENT VS. TEMPERATURE, IRRADIATED 
LITHIUM-DOPED QUARTZ CRUCIBLE SILICON 
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FIG. 4 NORMALIZED HALL COEFFICIENT WS. TEMPERATURE, 
IRRADIATED LITHIUM-DOPED QUARTZ CRUCIBLE SILICON 
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FIG.  5 HALL COEFFICIENT VS, TEMPERATURE, IRRADIATED 
LITHIUM-DOPED FLOAT ZONE SIL ICON 
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FIG e 6 HALL COEFFICIENT \IS e TEMPERATURE, IRRADIATED 
LITHIUM-DOPED FLOAT ZONE SILICON 
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FIG. 7 NORMALIZED HALL COEFFICIENT VS. TEMPERATURE, 
IRRADIATED LITHIUM-DOPED FLOAT ZONE SILICON 
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FIG. 9 RECOVERY OF LITHIUM-DOPED QUARTZ CRUCIBLE CELL 
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FIG. 10 DONOR CONCENTRATION VS. BARRIER WIDTH, CELL AF 14-4921 
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FIG. 13 DONOR CONCENTRATION VS. BARRIER WIDTH, CELL H3A 7249 
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FIG. 14 REMOVAL RATE WS. BARRIER WIDTH, CELL H3A 7249 
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FIG. 17 DONOR CONCENTRATION VS. BARRIER, CELL C3-18  
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FIG. 19 SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS, CELL AF 14-4903 
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F I G .  21 DONOR CONCENTRATION VS. FLUENCE, CELL AF 14-4903 
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FIG.  22 SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS, CELL T4-10 
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